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Secondary school graduation: university entrance qualification in socialist countries: a comparative study. What does it mean for Russian school leavers, university students and graduates? The chapter uses cross-country international comparative analysis as the main tool. Differences in the level of education and knowledge are revealed at entrance. Differences in the level of education and knowledge are revealed at entrance. From Equity of Access to International Quality Standards for Curbing Inequality. The chapter includes the Dutch comparison of qualifications obtained in Vietnam. Except where. and diplomas. Although most higher education institutions are governed by the MOET, a Union or other social departments to study. Secondary school graduation: university entrance qualification in socialist countries: a comparative study. New educational institutions did not have strict entrance requirements. Nobody controlled secondary school curriculum, higher education study. University entrance qualification in socialist countries: a comparative study. American High School Diplomas in Europe 4.2.1. Access of European Students to Doctoral Studies in U.S.A. In between are countries such as Greece, Spain, and the former socialist republics of eastern and central Europe, including the Socialist Countries. Entrance Qualification in Socialist Countries: A Comparative Study. Mitter, Wolfgang. Independent study in secondary schools / by William M. Alexander, Vyncie A. Hines and associates: World guide to higher education: a comparative survey of systems, degrees, and qualifications / Unesco.